Friday 28th May 2021

Review: 32—Headteacher’s Update
Dear all,
Here are this week’s headlines and notices:
It is hard to believe that we have come to the end of another half term. Our focus since returning from Easter has very much been on making sure the Year 11 and 13 students have been well supported to perform as
well as they can in their assessments. I have been so impressed with the students’ attitudes towards their exams. They have all matured so much and many have taken the opportunity and responsibility to put in the extra
hours after school and I do hope they get their rewards this August when the results come out. I would like to
thank parents again for their full support with our moderation afternoon that took place on Tuesday afternoon this
week. The time was much needed by staff to complete all of the marking and moderating of grades ready for
submission to the examination boards.
Year 11 and Year 13 leaving assemblies
At the time of writing these headlines I am preparing my speeches to
say goodbye and good luck to Year 11 and Year 13 students. These
leaving events always provide a mixture of sad and happy emotions.
Whenever I get to present at these assemblies, I find it hard to believe just
how quick the years have gone by. What has been so impressive is seeing the students grow as people, starting to mature into the adults that
they are going to become. I know that some of the parents of these children will be coming to the end of a relationship with this school that, in
some cases, has lasted even longer than 7 years, so I am sure these parents will be finding this week even stranger than the children. I would like
to congratulate them all on how they have approached their final months, in what has been a tough two years,
and we wish them the very best of luck in their exam results. I would also like to thank Miss Burlton and Mr White
and their team of tutors for all their hard work in organising the leavers’ assembly.
Covid Recovery
We are working hard to get back to normal as and when restrictions allow. Students have missed out on
so many opportunities that we would normally provide. The upcoming internal assessments will give us a
clear picture of which students may be behind where we would expect them to be, and support will be offered
where needed. For current Year 10 students, after half term, we have increased the number of hours for English
and Maths lessons and we have added an extra class too in order to reduce class sizes even further and enable
us to target the support more appropriately. After half term, we will also be moving away from 3 staggered
breaks and 3 staggered lunches and just simply having 2. This has been helped by Year 11 and 13 students
leaving. A copy of the new structure of the day can be found further on in this Review.

“The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched - they must be felt with the
heart” (Helen Keller)
Have a lovely weekend and enjoy the half term and hopefully the good weather!

Ced de la Croix
Headteacher

RBA Day Structure for two staggered breaks and lunch (After May Half Term)

Time

Years 7, 8 and 12 Time

Years 9 and 10

8:40-8:55

Form Time/ Assembly

8:40-8:55

Form Time/ Assembly

8:55-9:55

Period 1

8:55-9:55

Period 1

9:55-10:55

Period 2

9:55-10:15

BREAK

10:55-11:15

BREAK

10:15-11:15

Period 2

11:15-12:15

Period 3

11:15-12:15

Period 3

12:15-13:15

Period 4

12:15-12:45

LUNCH

13:15-13:45

LUNCH

12:45-13:45

Period 4

13:45-14:45

Period 5

13:45-14:50

Period 5

15:00

C3s/C4s detentions
After-School Clubs
Intervention

15:00

C3s/C4s detentions
After-School Clubs
Intervention

Summary

No PM Form Time
No Split lessons
20 mins break
30 mins lunch

Summary

No PM Form Time
No split lessons
20 mins break
30 mins lunch
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HEADTEACHER’S COMMENDATIONS

Daniel Codd
Alex Fletcher
Joshua Jennings
Benjamin Plume
Poppy Purssord
Emilia Rozogue
Arda Soyalp
Ugne Zvirzdinaite
Elsi Cripps
Roza Cuce
Stefan Eldridge
Harry Hood
Eryk Kwasny
Casper Lawley
Phoebe Pitt
Nelli Rolfe
Lilly Booth
Elena Christophi
Ben Grahame
Ronnie Holden
Abbie Irons-Eveleigh
Litsitso Leboela
Molly Rudolph
Issey Zinzan
Carmine Cesario
Regan Ince
Paige Livermore
Maja Przybyszewska
Lewis Teixeira
Lilly Wheeler
Mia Wilkinson

7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7A
7C
7C
7C
7C
7C
7C
7C
7C
7D
7D
7D
7D
7D
7D
7D
7D
7E
7E
7E
7E
7E
7E
7E

Tyler O'Connor
Myles Morris
Zackery Smith
Sonny Baker
Freya Chapman
Grace Lancaster
George Kitis
Kye Adams

8A
8C
8C
8D
8D
8D
8E
8R

Raphael Asaffo

9C

Kai Allen
Brooklyn Buck
Summer Buck
Jaden Edwards
Lilly Hobden
Elsie Peck
Luke Rodd
Daniel Hill
Ella-May Ince
Danny Legate
Martina Russo
Sophie Wood
Drew Birmingham
Mia Blunden
Archie
Jones
Will Hingle
Olivia Jones
Alysia Lawrence
Rocco Trupia
Harry Warby
Harry Webber

10A
10A
10A
10A
10A
10A
10A
10C
10C
10C
10C
10C
10D
11D
10D
10E
10E
10E
10E
10E
10E
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RBA SCHOOL SURVEY 2021—HEAD GIRL
In previous Reviews we have mentioned the whole school survey designed and launched by our Head Girl. After weeks
of students completing responses and then analysing results, it was time for Lydia to share it with the Mr de la Croix.
Thank you for all your hard work Lydia!
Mr Stuttle

SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUB

PERFORMING ARTS

The year 7’s were completing practical revision work for
their assessments.
They were developing the following:

•

Scientific collaboration and teamwork

•

Dexterity and hand-eye coordination

•

Evaluating practical methods and presenting results

In drama, we have embedded teaching Tier 2 command
words into schemes of learning to develop their understanding of key vocabulary.
There’s been a focus on script work over this term;
reading scripts out loud in their groups over a long duration of lessons. This has been done with the aim of
improving students oracy and confidence when public
speaking.
We have implemented more presentation work for students to discuss in groups and to present to the class.
Students have been watching performances of plays to
model good oracy and expression.
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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK

SCHOOL LOTTERY

This week’s winner is:

Mrs Winnock

LUNCHTIME CLUB

https://www.robertbarclayacademy.co.uk/1074/rba-school-lottery

PE AND AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS

DAY

ACTIVITIES

YEAR GROUP

Monday

Athletics

All Year Groups

Wednesday

Rounders and

Yrs. 7-9

Cricket
Thursday

Tennis

All Year Groups

Friday

BTEC Sport

Yrs. 9-11

Intervention
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YEAR 9 EXAM TIMETABLE

YEAR 11 GCSE DANCERS

.

I would like to say a huge well done to the year 11 GCSE
Dancers who completed their practical assessment last
week, they all did themselves proud with their dance performances. It has been a difficult year, however, their hard
work and determination paid off. It has been a pleasure to watch their confidence grow in dance over the last
three years.

Well done girls!

Miss Sheldrake
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YEAR 10 NEWS
On Tuesday 25th May Year 10 pupils had their year group assembly as normal, however there was an exciting change!
It was a reward assembly based on how well the year group have been working since the return to school in March.
There were certificates for 100% attendance, no consequences and 96%+ attendance. Then there were prizes for top
girl and boy from each form for most house points, as well as a form attendance and form homework.
Pupils gaining 100% attendance as well as no consequences so far this year received a Head teachers Commendation
during Friday form time, congratulations to these amazing pupils that are displaying the correct behaviour and are
here every day in school.
House point winners were:

House Point Prize!
10A – Connor Goodey 97
Brooklyn Buck 113
10D – Cyril Preaudat 221
T-Shan Pryce 108

10E – Rocco Trupia 132
Olivia Jones 136
10C – Daniel Hill 145
Aleesha Venables 125

The winning form for the highest attendance this half term was 10C with 94.7%.

Form Attendance!

(since the return to school)

10A – 93.3%
10D – 93.8%
10E – 92%
10C – 94.7%

TOTAL – 93.5%

.

The winning form for the least amount of homework consequences this half term was 10E with no H2s or H3s this half
term.

Homework Prize!

(since Easter holidays, including H1, H2 and H3)

10A – 28
10D – 31
10E – 16 (no H2/H3s)
10C – 21 (no H2/H3s)

TOTAL – 96
Please continue to work so hard like you have so far this year, as I would like to give out more
certificates and prizes at the end of year Rewards Assembly!!
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YEAR 10 EXAM TIMETABLE

.
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GCSE RE STUDENT SURVEY 2021 {YEAR 10} - THE RESULTS!
As you saw last week in the Review we give all Year 10 parents a chance to feedback on their Year 10 GCSE RE experience, so that we can improve for next year. We also do the same process for all of Year 10 students. Please find below a
little summary of the results of the survey. Thank you to all the Year 10s for their feedback, their kind comment and their
constructive criticism, which we will use to make GCSE RE even better for next year.
Many thanks,
Mr Stuttle

.
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YEAR 10 ASPIRATIONS DAY—THURSDAY 10TH JUNE
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BLACK LIVES MATTER READING GROUPS

The Black Lives Matter Reading Group Books for April and May were Freedom by Catherine Johnson
for the junior group and Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds for the senior group. My thanks to Ayani
Lingibe-Ajavon and Lani Hoang who read Freedom. Unfortunately, no-one took Long Way Down, so I
will review it myself.
Freedom starts in Jamaica in 1783 where young Nat is a slave on a plantation along with his mother
and baby sister. Life is brutal for all of them, and then his mother is sold to another plantation and
he is taken to England. He is to be a gift to a Duke, to look after the pineapple plants that have come
with him from Jamaica. Nat runs away and meets other black people, and some sympathetic white
people too, who help him to escape. The book shows how black people were treated like objects not
human beings, to be bought and sold, to be given as a gift. Ayani thought the book was ‘awesome,’
because it was ‘simple and quick to read, but with a lot of information and a heart-warming story.’ I
agree. It introduces several black people in history, such as Olaudah Equiano and Frances Sancho,
and infamous events in black history such as the slave ship Zong. Lani thought that it was ‘a fantastic
book for younger readers that teaches you about slavery and how horrific the conditions were.’ She
also mentions another character in the book, Shadrack Furman, who helped Nat and changed his life
forever.
Long Way Down is a heart-breaking story about the cycle of revenge and gang violence that occurs in
some urban communities. When Will’s brother, Shawn, is gunned down his first reaction is to follow
the ‘Rules’ and get revenge. But as he travels slowly down in an elevator, ghosts from the past get in
at each floor – his brother’s best friend, his uncle, his father, and finally Shawn. Some of these people died before he even had a chance to get to know them, and they ask him if he really wants to
join them. The book is written as poetry, often with just a few words on each page, so it is very quick
and easy to read. There is a highly emotional scene where Will meets his father who he has not seen
since he was three, which was really tearful. I cannot recommend this book highly enough, especially
to year 9 boys and upwards.
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